Abstract−The classical dynamical systems model of continuous stirred tank reactors (CSTR) in which a first order chemical reaction takes place is reformulated in terms of the stochastic cellular automata procedure developed in the works of Seyborg [2] and Neuforth [3], which is extended by including the feed flow of chemical reactants. We show that this cellular automata model is able to simulate the dilution rate and the mixing process in the CSTR, as well as the details of the heat removal due to the jacket. The cellular automata approach is expected to be of considerable applicability at any industrial scale and especially for any type of microchemical system.
INTRODUCTION
A chemical reactor could be any vessel containing chemical reactions. In general, a reactor is designed to maximize the yield of some particular products while requiring the least amount of money to purchase and operate. Normal operating expenses include energy input, energy removal, raw material costs, labor, etc. Energy changes can occur in the form of heating or cooling, or agitation. The latter is quite important because an appropriate mixing has a large influence on the yield. Therefore, the design and operation of mixing devices often determines the profitability of the whole plant.
In particular, in the widely developed continuous stirred tank reactors (CSTR) one or more fluid reagents are introduced into a tank equipped with an impeller while the reactor effluent is removed [1] . The impeller stirs the reagents to ensure proper mixing. Classical CSTR dynamical models, based on coupled deterministic ordinary differential equations (ODEs), are the usual approach to chemical systems at the macroscopic scale. They have been demonstrated to have considerable usefulness, but it should be mentioned that they are based on the common assumption that spatial inhomogeneities may be neglected. Thus, ODEs are a mean field approach and the analytical solutions of the ordinary differential equations (ODEs) provide an accurate model only in this case.
When the system is not homogeneous, application of the above assumption often yields a model that does not accurately represent the system. This is the case, for example, of CSTRs with a highly viscous medium where spatial heterogeneities exist in species concentrations, temperature, etc. Of course, the application of partial differential equations (PDEs) to model spatial inhomogeneities such as diffusion and hydrodynamic turbulence may produce accurate models. However, their solution requires advanced numerical techniques such as finite element methods. Moreover, the numerical techniques for solving the PDEs could be computationally expensive and do not account for localized stochastic phenomena. In particular, chemical systems are discrete from the microstructure until the molecular level and statistical fluctuations in concentration and temperature occur at these local scales.
Cellular automata are an attractive alternative to PDEs to model complex systems with inhomogeneities of this type. A cellular automata lattice is comprised of discrete cells whose states are functions of the previous state of the cell and its neighbors. Rules are used to update each cell by scanning the value of the cells in the neighborhood. Seyborg [2] and Neuforth [3] have shown that stochastic cellular automata models can be successfully applied to simulate first order chemical reactions. In their papers, they worked on a squared lattice of cells, each of them having a chemical reactant. The reactions are performed by considering a probability of change, from reactant A to product B, proportional to the kinetics constant that defines the chemical equation. However, this type of calculation does not apply directly to the CSTR case, where a chemical feed flow is present.
In this paper, we extend the stochastic cellular automata (CA) model to CSTRs by simulating the feed flow flux by means of a random selection of a subset of cells to which the flux conditions with respect to chemical concentration and temperature are imposed. We would like to remark that mixing in a stirred tank is complicated and not well described despite the extensive usage of dimensionless numbers and models based on ODEs [4] . Therefore, more accurate models are essential for developing and testing control strategies or even to explore new reactor geometries.
The organization of the paper is the following. Section 2 presents briefly the standard ODE-based CSTR model. Section 3 describes the CA method that we implemented for jacketed CSTRs. The simulations are displayed and briefly discussed in Section 4. The paper ends up with several concluding remarks.
THE ODE-BASED MODEL OF JACKETED CSTR
As already mentioned, we consider an ideal jacketed CSTR where the following exothermic and irreversible first-order reaction is taking place:
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The CSTR modeling equations in dimensionless form are the following [5] (1) (2) (3) where X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 are the dimensionless concentration of reactant A, temperature, and cooling jacket temperature, respectively. We note that it is possible to use the dimensionless coolant flow rate, q c , to manipulate X 2 .
The relationships between the dimensionless parameters and variables and the physical variables are the following:
where the meaning and the nominal values of these parameters are given in Table 1 . In the rest of the paper we shall use the solution of this ODE model as the theoretical case with which the CA simulations will be compared.
STOCHASTIC CA MODEL FOR JACKETED CSTR
The process simulated in this work is the exothermic reaction that converts a chemical A into a product B in a jacketed CSTR. Our model is composed of three squared lattices of cells, all of the same size. The first lattice that we call the chemical lattice is for chemicals A and B and provides the chemical distribution in the tank reactor. This distribution is given as follows: in each cell there is only one unit of reactant A or one unit of product B (not necessarily representing a single molecule), under the condition that all cells are occupied. The second lattice is the tank temperature lattice. It contains the temperatures T ij in real-numbered values. The chemical lattice and the temperature lattice are of the same dimension and their cells are in one-to-one correspondence.
The third lattice represents the coolant system. This lattice is of the same dimension as the previous ones and therefore each temperature tank cell is in "contact" with a coolant jacket cell. 
